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Abstract
Classifications and phylogenetic inferences of organismal groups change in light of new in-
sights. Over time these changes can result in an imperfect tracking of taxonomic perspec-
tives through the re-/use of Code-compliant or informal names. To mitigate these
limitations, we introduce a novel approach for aligning taxonomies through the interaction of
human experts and logic reasoners. We explore the performance of this approach with the
Perelleschus use case of Franz & Cardona-Duque (2013). The use case includes six taxon-
omies published from 1936 to 2013, 54 taxonomic concepts (i.e., circumscriptions of names
individuated according to their respective source publications), and 75 expert-asserted Re-
gion Connection Calculus articulations (e.g., congruence, proper inclusion, overlap, or ex-
clusion). An Open Source reasoning toolkit is used to analyze 13 paired Perelleschus
taxonomy alignments under heterogeneous constraints and interpretations. The reasoning
workflow optimizes the logical consistency and expressiveness of the input and infers the
set of maximally informative relations among the entailed taxonomic concepts. The latter
are then used to produce merge visualizations that represent all congruent and non-
congruent taxonomic elements among the aligned input trees. In this small use case with 6-
53 input concepts per alignment, the information gained through the reasoning process is
on average one order of magnitude greater than in the input. The approach offers scalable
solutions for tracking provenance among succeeding taxonomic perspectives that may
have differential biases in naming conventions, phylogenetic resolution, ingroup and out-
group sampling, or ostensive (member-referencing) versus intensional (property-
referencing) concepts and articulations.
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Introduction
The present contribution is a companion paper to [1] and offers a novel, use case-centered il-
lustration of aligningmultiple succeeding taxonomies through the interaction of human users
and logic reasoners. It is of a technical, detail-focused nature and most immediately directed
at biodiversity scientists who wish to integrate taxonomically non-congruent classifications
and phylogenies. In spite of the technical presentation, the impacts of logically representing
stability and change across taxonomies may be wide-ranging. Our broader intention is to pro-
mote the taxonomic concept approach [2–4] as a feasible solution to the challenge of prove-
nance tracking in cases were name/circumscription relationships change across taxonomies
as an outcome of scientific advancement. The central objective of this approach is to represent
the change, not to judge the correctness of the original and revised taxonomies. Hence, in
aligning multiple input classifications or phylogenies, we ask not: “which names or circum-
scriptions are valid?" Instead we ask: “how can we logically represent, and thus perform reli-
able inferences over, the similarities and differences between multiple, independently
published taxonomic perspectives?”We show here that this is feasible with an unprecedented
degree of resolution.
The publication [1] preceding our analysis entails a phylogenetic revision of the
weevil genus Perelleschus O’Brien &Wibmer sec. Franz & Cardona-Duque (2013). In that re-
vision a new arrangement of the ten entailed species (concepts) was presented, along with
five relevant prior classifications and phylogenies published from 1936 to 2006. In all, these
six taxonomies entailed 54 taxonomic concepts [2–4], which in turn were aligned by the au-
thors using 75 articulations [1,4–7]. Jointly the concepts, hierarchies, and articulations pro-
vide the baseline input for the logic-facilitated alignments. To motivate our analysis, we
first review the background and challenges related to task of reasoning over taxonomic
change [8].
The Challenge of Tracking Context-Contingent Name/Circumscription
Relationships
Why might reasoning over taxonomic change be desirable? In addressing this question, we
may take as well established that classifications and phylogenies of organismal groups change
in light of new insights [4,9–10]. Over time these changes can result in an imperfect semantic
tracking of taxonomic perspectives through varying combinations of valid names and syno-
nyms [1–3,11–12]. It is generally recognized that the Linnaean naming system, while service-
able in many regards [13–15], is not designed to represent all kinds of taxonomic content
change; i.e., to fully track taxonomic provenance [16–18]. This circumstance poses different
data integration challenges depending on the agents—humans versus computers—and space/
time dimensions involved in name-based data transmission.
The traditional way to transmit taxonomically annotated content is through human-to-
human communication, including communication via publications. In these situations the in-
ability of the Linnaean names to represent any and all taxonomic similarities and differences is
often mitigated by the communicators’ shared ability to infer the relevant context in which
name-based information is exchanged [19]. For instance, if two biologists convened today to
discuss the relationships among families of beetles, most likely both would have in mind taxo-
nomic definitions for those families that are largely contemporary and therefore also congru-
ent. As an approximate rule, then, inter-human communication via taxonomic names succeeds
to the extent that the speakers’ reciprocal assumptions about the contexts of name/circum-
scription relationships coincide.
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The mitigating effects of human comprehension of implied contexts tend to break down
over greater space-time dimensions, with concomitant losses of precision in communication.
Typically only experts have the ability to interpret names for higher taxa of beetles as circum-
scribed in the late 1700s [20] and align their meanings confidently with current circumscrip-
tions [21]—even though many names have remained valid throughout the centuries-long time
span. Consequently, the reliable long-term use of taxonomic names as proxies for evolving cir-
cumscriptions of taxonomic entities requires a continuous process of tracking name/circum-
scription relationships [4,9–10]. The process is carried out primarily by expert authors whose
novel insights are passed on through (e.g.) revised classifications and phylogenies to other ex-
pert and non-expert user communities [22–24]. However, the cultural practice of communicat-
ing and updating human speakers on the taxonomic content of names is not readily
transferable to the realm of logic representation.
The challenge we wish to address is systemic: how can we represent complex taxonomic
changes computationally based on type-fixated name equivalences, and do so without
compromising the valuable services provided by the Linnaean naming system to facilitate
human communication about perceived taxa? Tracking imperfectly co-evolving name/circum-
scription relationships is challenging enough for humans who bring considerable cognitive
abilities to bear to this endeavor. The challenge becomes insurmountable, however, in the strict
logics framework that sustains the Semantic Web [3,7,12,25–26,27–28]. While taxonomic
names are necessary to facilitate integration of biological information [14], they are not suffi-
cient for this task [4–5,8]. This is so because the traditional, type-centered conventions under
which names and nomenclatural relationships are created [29–31] render these identifiers tax-
onomically underspecified [1–4,11–12]. Whereas humans can discern context based on shared
communication norms, computers are more limited in understanding what names such as
“Perelleschus”mean ‘under relevant conditions’ [32]. Thus improved annotation practices are
needed to achieve reliable name/circumscription representation in the computational realm
[7,33–34].
Additional specification of context, and hence improved identifier resolution, may be provid-
ed through the taxonomic concept approach [2,4,9]. Under this approach, the names and cir-
cumscriptions are individuated according to ("sec.") the corresponding authors or references.
This is reflected in the convention to label concepts as (e.g.) PerelleschusWibmer & O’Brien
1986 (name) sec. Franz & Cardona-Duque 2013 (source), thereby identifying the latter authors’
(2013) taxonomic redefinition of the former authors’ (1986) name and circumscription [1]. In a
subsequent step, each concept can be aligned via articulations that specify taxonomic congru-
ence or non-congruence at a finer semantic scale than the name-based system [6,9,35].
In the workflow detailed below (Figs. 1 and 2), an initial set of articulations is provided by
an expert. The alignment is then optimized for consistency (absence of conflict) and expres-
siveness (absence of ambiguity) using the capabilities of logic reasoners. The final product is a
merge taxonomy that represents the concept-level similarities and differences among the
aligned input trees; i.e., a precise semantic map showing how to navigate among the taxonomic
concepts entailed in each source tree [8].
Reasoning over Taxonomic Change—Antecedents
Logic-facilitated reasoning over taxonomic change is not computationally trivial and remains
in a developmental stage. A brief history of this special case of ontology matching [36] under
taxonomic constraints is offered here to orient the reader.
The use of taxonomic concepts in biodiversity databases dates back to the early 1990s [2,37–
38]. The use of concept-to-concept articulations was pioneered in [9,35,39]. The approach was
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developed more formally in [5,40–41] through the notion of a potential taxon graph that can
transmit information linked to succeeding concepts under logic constraints. The graph edges
and alignments are grounded in Region Connection Calculus (RCC-5) relations, herein also
called articulations [42]. RCC-5 entails five basic set theory relationships used to characterize
the referential extensions of two taxonomic concepts; viz. congruence (= =), proper inclusion
(>), inverse proper inclusion (<), overlap (><), and exclusion (|) [4,6,9]. Ambiguity in an ex-
pert’s assessment of input articulations can be expressed with the disjunction or (e.g., congru-
ence or proper inclusion). Combinations of basic and disjunct relationships yield a lattice of 32
possible articulations; beginning with an empty set (Ø) at the bottom and ending with a maxi-
mally ambiguous set (= = or> or< or>< or |) at the top [40,43–44].
Thau and co-authors [43–47] formalized taxonomy alignment in First-Order Logic (FOL)
[48]. Their representation was designed to ingest two input taxonomies (T1, T2—each
Fig 1. Reasoning workflow schema. To initiate the workflow, two input taxonomies (T1, T2) are supplied jointly with a set of concept articulations (A) and
taxonomic constraints (C). The workflow facilitates an iterative alignment process aimed at rendering the input logically consistent and sufficiently expressive.
Negation of either criterion (red arrows) leads to input modulation through either diagnosis/removal of conflicting constraints (no possible worlds; right loop) or
exploration of many possible worlds and provision of additional constraints (left loop). The well-specified alignment (green arrows) is output as a set of MIR
(maximally informative relations; both immediately deducible and inferred [ded./inf.]), and visualized either as a containment (with overlap [><]) or merge
concept graph (see fig. 2).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0118247.g001
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Fig 2. Abstract toolkit input and output example. (A) Input taxonomy T1, with nine concepts named (1.) A-I. (B) Input Taxonomy T2, with eight concepts
named (2.) A-I. Concept 2.CD is congruent with (1.C + 2.D). The respective child concepts 1.E/2.E and 1.G/2.G are non-congruently assigned to parent
concepts 1.B/2.B and 1.F/2.F. (C) Representation of T1 and T2 and articulations in the toolkit input file (see also S1 and S2 Dataset). (D) Toolkit input
visualization, showing both hierarchical (intra-taxonomic; is_a) and lateral (inter-taxonomic; RCC-5) articulations. (E) Single, consistent alignment of the input
shown as a containment with overlap graph (legend to the right of [D]). (F) Merge concept analysis of the input, resolving Euler regions that result from
overlapping concepts. Annotation convention: 1.B\2.B = the region of the 1.B/2.B overlap which is unique to 1.B; 1.B*2.B = the region which each concept
shares; and 2.B\1.B = the region which is unique to 2.B.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0118247.g002
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assembled via is_a edges), an initial set of articulations (A), and additional constraints (C).
Constraints relevant to taxonomic reasoning include: (1) non-emptiness—a given taxonomic
concept has minimally one representing instance; (2) sibling disjointness—two given child con-
cepts of a parent concept are exclusive of each other; and (3) coverage—a given parent concept
is completely circumscribed by the union of its children. Each of these constraints can be re-
laxed to yield alternative alignment outcomes. The formalizations were first implemented in
the prototype software CleanTax [49–50].
Aligning Real-Life Classifications and Phylogenies—Challenges and
Solutions
Here we explore new solutions for taxonomy alignment under RCC-5, based on the develop-
ment of the Euler/X toolkit [8,51–54] and its application to the Perelleschus use case [1]. Euler/
X is an Open Source software toolkit that supersedes CleanTax, incorporating a diverse suite of
reasoning services, knowledge products, and improved performance and usability. The toolkit
consists of a set of Python programming scripts, multiple logic reasoners [50,55–56], and a tree
graph visualization system [57]. Euler/X provides an interactive workflow (Figs. 1 and 2) guid-
ing users through the process of computing a well-specified alignment (maximal consistency,
minimal ambiguity) that corresponds to the input articulations and produces a merge visuali-
zation. The toolkit allows encoding the input constraints (T1, T2, A, C) as a Stable Model Se-
mantics (SMS) problem [58], and utilizes powerful Answer Set Programming (ASP) reasoners
[56,59–60] to achieve alignments in efficient time [51–52,54].
At present the Euler/X toolkit is suited to analyze pairwise, small- to medium-scale real-life
use cases of 100–500 concepts per input taxonomy [51]. Step-wise explorations of such use
cases are critical to a wider adoption, because this demonstrates feasibility and illustrates how
an expert’s input articulations and related assumptions about taxonomy alignment interact
with the logic of reasoners to produce the desired outcomes. In general, the alignment work-
flow should leverage the strengths of both (1) the expert to assert non-/congruence among sets
of concepts, and (2) the reasoners to perform myriads of contingent logic proofs to infer com-
plete and consistent alignments [44–46]. In the next sections we introduce three categories of
challenges that the expert/toolkit interaction must resolve.
Heterogeneous Taxonomic Coverage Constraints
Classifications and phylogenies are representations of heterogeneous systematic analyses. The
representations often have taxonomic, geographic, or rank-specific constraints [7]. Processing
these constraints is critical to the generation of informative alignments. For instance, regional
catalogues tend to omit non-focal taxon diversity and may not reflect the latest phylogenetic in-
sights [61]. In contrast, higher-level classification synopses may wholly omit genus- and/or
species-level concepts [21]. Phylogenetic analyses often undersample the lowest taxonomic lev-
els [62]. They typically include both ingroup and outgroup entities, yet the latter may be less
focal to the alignment process (instead introducing ‘noise’). Phylogenies also make use of infor-
mal ranks or leave certain lineages unnamed [63]. Other special constraints include monotypic
parent concepts whose children have different nomenclatural ranks but congruent
taxonomic extensions.
Alignments of disparate input trees are possible but outcomes will vary depending on
whether the coverage constraint is globally enforced or locally relaxed [6–8]. Coverage is also
relevant to differential readings of articulations, focusing either on strictly member-based or
property-based components of the respective concepts, or both [1,4,6].
Reasoning over Taxonomic Change: Alignments for Perelleschus
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Consistency, Exhaustiveness, and Expressiveness
Given two taxonomies (T1, T2) and additional constraints (C), an expert’s set of input articula-
tions (A) can yield three reasoning outcomes (fig. 1). (1) The set of input articulations is logi-
cally consistent, well specified, and thus yields a single alignment or possible world that satisfies
all constraints. This is the intended outcome [8], however due to the difficulty of asserting ar-
ticulations it is not always the initial result. (2) The set of input articulations is logically consis-
tent but retains sufficient ambiguity to yield multiple possible world alignments [51]. (3) The
input constraints are not logically consistent. This means that unless one or more combinations
of these constraints are ‘adjusted’ to agree, there is no stable model and hence no alignment.
Additional actions are needed to diagnose and repair the constraint(s) causing
the inconsistency.
The three outcomes inform optimization criteria for the toolkit workflow (fig. 1). According-
ly, the demands on the final set of output articulations are: (1) Consistency—the articulations
cannot logically contradict each other. For instance, two concepts A and B cannot reciprocally
include each other (A> B and B> A). The reasoning process must identify instances of incon-
sistency in the input and lead to their resolution (for further details see [53–54]). (2) Exhaustive-
ness—users cannot be expected to provide articulations for all (pairwise) combinations of
concepts represented in the input taxonomies. Instead they will provide a relevant subset of ar-
ticulations [6], relying on the reasoning process to infer the logically implied articulations that
amount to an exhaustive alignment. Thau and co-authors [44–46] use the termmaximally in-
formative relations (MIR) to refer to that set which includes for all paired concepts the ‘true’ ar-
ticulation, i.e., the one based on which all other true relations in the 32-relations lattice can be
deduced. An exhaustive alignment is obtained when the expert’s input articulations are expand-
ed by the reasoning process to yield the set of MIR. (3) Expressiveness—alignments that are con-
sistent and exhaustive may nevertheless retain inherent ambiguities, leading to numerous
merge taxonomies [51]. For instance, the number of possible worlds increases dramatically if
multiple disjoint articulations are represented in the input. In some instances the entire set of
possible world solutions will become the final outcome, and may be summarized through tree
consensus methods [64]. In other cases the user can reduce this set by working through an inter-
active decision tree process [65]. This process can lend additional specification to the set of
input articulations and therefore make the outcome more expressive. The toolkit iteratively
identifies questions of the type “are these two concepts congruent or are they overlapping?” and
then eliminates possible worlds that are no longer implied by the answer.
Merge Concept Representation
Articulations of congruence (= =), inclusion (>,<), or exclusion (|) generate merge taxono-
mies that preserve an arrangement of nested, properly inclusive relationships among the input
concepts. This means that the input concept labels are adequate for referring to each merge re-
gion [66]. In contrast, overlapping articulations generate novel concept partitions (fig. 2). In
the simplest case, two overlapping input concepts A and B will create three merge regions, as
follows: the region that is unique to A (A, not b; or written as A\B), the region that is unique to
B (not a, B; or B\A), and the region that constitutes the overlap (AB; or AB). We refer to these
novel partitions asmerge concepts (see also [67]). Representing merge concepts provides a bet-
ter understanding of the extent of concept overlap.
Materials and Methods
In the subsequent sections we adopt the convention of [1], where: (1) the name sec. author an-
notation is used whenever a specific circumscription of a name is intended; (2) just the name is
Reasoning over Taxonomic Change: Alignments for Perelleschus
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used to refer to the cumulative legacy of circumscriptions associated with that name; and (3)
the term [non-focal] is appended to a name when specifying its meaning is outside of the pres-
ent scope. We spell out the taxonomies’ authors for clarity where appropriate.
The Perelleschus use case [1] includes six taxonomies (fig. 3) that represent classificatory
changes related to the species-level concept Elleschus carludovicae Günther sec. Günther
(1936) [68]. The history spans from the concept’s origin in 1936 to the most recent revision in
2013. Changes undertaken in this interval include: the generic reassignment to Perelleschus
Voss sec. Voss (1954) [69] and nomenclatural validation of PerelleschusWibmer & O’Brien
sec. Wibmer & O’Brien (1986) [61]; species-level concept additions [1,69–70], and phylogenet-
ic redefinitions of the genus-level concept [1,62,70].
Diagnostic details on this Neotropical lineage of Acalyptini Thomson [non-focal] flower
weevils (Coleoptera [non-focal]: Curculionidae [non-focal]) are provided in [1]. In reference to
the aforementioned representation challenges, we note that three of the taxonomies selected
for alignment are traditional, ranked classifications [61,68–69]. The remaining three taxono-
mies are phylogenies that also include informally named, synapomorphy-carrying clades
[1,62,70]. One of these [62] represents an exemplar study that is undersampled at the lowest
taxonomic level [71].
Our approach is to take the 75 articulations published in [1] and linking 54 concepts across
six taxonomies as is. Thus in several, (we think) generally instructive instances the original
input is not well specified, instead requiring diagnosis and removal of inconsistent articulations
or further specification. We consider original and revised input articulations to distinguish the
different stages in the alignment process.
Input Configuration, Workflow Execution, and Concept Labeling
Conventions
We analyze the following pairwise alignments (fig. 3): (1) Günther (1936) [68] and Voss (1954)
[69]; (2) Voss (1954) [69] andWibmer & O’Brien (1986) [61]; (3) Wibmer & O’Brien (1986)
[61] and Franz & O’Brien (2001) [70]; (4) Franz & O’Brien (2001) [70] and Franz (2006) [62];
(5) Franz (2006) [62] and Franz & Cardona-Duque (2013) [1]; and (6) Franz & O’Brien (2001)
[70] and Franz & Cardona-Duque (2013) [1]. The first five of these provide a chronological
chain spanning the entire 1936–2013 time period (see also [8]). The sixth alignment is signifi-
cant because it concerns two highly comparable phylogenetic revisions.
Instructions for the installation and command-line operation of the Euler/X toolkit are
specified in [8,51–52]). An overview of the toolkit’s options is provided through the “euler—
help” function. The input (.txt) files corresponding to Figs. 4–16 were assembled manually
based on the information in tables 2–4 in [1] and workflow-diagnosed revisions. They are ap-
pended to this paper in S1 and S2 Dataset.
We list the more recently published taxonomy (i.e., T2 in each alignment) and concept(s)
first in the input files and when denoting the input articulations (see also fig. 2). The toolkit
run commands are provided as annotations (#. . .) at the beginning of the input file. For simpli-
city’s sake we address the two main options as (1) containment with overlap analysis or graph
(command:-e mnpw—rcgo; fig. 2E) and (2) merge concept analysis or graph (command:-e
mncb; fig. 2F).
To economize space in the text and merge visualizations, the concept labels of [1] are abbre-
viated as shown in fig. 3; e.g. Perelleschus carludovicae (Günther) sec. Wibmer & O’Brien
(1986) is abbreviated as “1986.Pcarlud” (fig. 3C). Abbreviations for above species-level con-
cepts are capitalized, as in “2006.PER” for PerelleschusWibmer & O’Brien sec. Franz (2006)
(fig. 3E). Binomials include both upper- and lowercase letters, as in 2001.PHYsubcin for
Reasoning over Taxonomic Change: Alignments for Perelleschus
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Fig 3. Input taxonomies for the Perelleschus use case. All 54 concepts are uniquely identified, and labeled with either traditional (ranked) or informal
(clade) names. Concept label abbreviations are provided in square brackets and are used throughout this analysis.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0118247.g003
Reasoning over Taxonomic Change: Alignments for Perelleschus
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Fig 4. Alignment 1—Günther (1936—T1) and Voss (1954—T2), ostensive reading [OST]. Input articulations are shown on the left; only the articulation
1954.PER> 1936.ELL is represented (as inferred) in the output MIR (maximally informative relations). * = sufficient input articulations—this annotation
convention (*) is used in all subsequent figures where sufficiency is obtained with a subset of the input articulations. The containment with overlap and merge
concept graphs are identical.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0118247.g004
Fig 5. Alignment 1—Günther (1936—T1) and Voss (1954—T2), intensional/ostensive reading [INT/OST].Modifications of the input alignment in
comparison to that of fig. 4 are shown in bold font. Other conventions as specified in Figs. 2–4. The top-level articulation 1954.PER>< 1936.ELL is provided,
and an implied child 1936.ELL_IC is introduced, where 1954.PER | 1936.ELL_IC. (A) Containment with overlap graph. (B) Merge concept graph.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0118247.g005
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Phyllotrox subcinctus (Voss) sec. Franz & O’Brien (2001). To abbreviate informally assigned
clade names we introduce an underscore ("_"), as in “2001.Peve_Pvar” for the Perelleschus eve-
lynae-Perelleschus variabilis clade sec. Franz & O’Brien (2001). These abbreviated concept la-
bels are also used in the toolkit data input files.
Fig 6. Alignment 1—Günther (1936—T1) and Voss (1954—T2), intensional reading [INT]. The top-level articulations is asserted as 1954.PER< 1936.
ELL and an implied child 1936.ELL_IC is introduced. (A) Containment with overlap graph. (B) Merge concept graph.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0118247.g006
Fig 7. Alignment 1—Günther (1936—T1) and Voss (1954—T2), intensional/ostensive reading [INT/OST]), underspecified input, level 1 (one
articulation removed). Input constraints as in fig. 5, yet without 1954.PER | 1936.ELL_IC, resulting in five disjoint articulations involving concepts 1936.ELL
and 1936.ELL_IC in the inferred output MIR. (A-H) Containment with overlap graphs of eight consistent alignments (possible worlds).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0118247.g007
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Results
Alignment 1—Voss (1954) and Günther (1936)
Alternative interpretations of higher-level input articulations. The alignment of the Voss
(1954) and Günther (1936) classifications (Figs. 3–8) presents a microcosm of more generally
occurring challenges for this alignment approach. Accordingly, the toolkit’s abilities to repre-
sent alternative perspectives and levels of resolution will be treated in detail. We anticipate that
future results derived from the toolkit will be more streamlined and guided by efficient user in-
terfaces. We first discuss multiple interpretations of this alignment, then proceed to alignment
realizations, and lastly address the issue of identifying the proper levels of input specification.
For ease of reading, we recount the creation of input taxonomies and articulations in
present tense.
Much of the ambiguity originates with Günther (1936: 190–191) who places the newly
named species-level concept E. carludovicae sec. Günther (1936) into a genus-level entity
Fig 8. Alignment 1—Günther (1936—T1) and Voss (1954—T2), intensional/ostensive reading [INT/OST]), underspecified input, level 2 (two
articulations removed). Input configuration as in fig. 6, yet without 1954.PER>< 1936.ELL, resulting in six disjoint articulations in the inferred output MIR.
(A-I) Containment with overlap graphs of nine additional alignments beyond those shown in fig. 7, resulting in a total of 17 possible worlds.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0118247.g008
Fig 9. Alignment 2—Voss (1954—T1) andWibmer & O’Brien (1986—T2), intensional/ostensive reading
[INT/OST]. Conventions as in fig. 4; the output MIR are provided in the Supporting Information S2.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0118247.g009
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Elleschus sec. Günther (1936). The latter carries a previously coined name whose circumscrip-
tion is in effect expanded by inclusion of the new child concept. But the author does not offer a
detailed genus-level revision, instead referring to a preceding monograph [72] and noting that
his species-level concept “stands passably close to the species of the genus Elleschus” [1]. These
additional, implied species-level concepts are notmentioned in name by Günther (1936); how-
ever Lacordaire (1863: 606) lists two such concepts of which the 1936 author was
presumably aware.
Voss (1954) creates a new genus-level concept Perelleschus sec. Voss (1954) which includes
P. carludovicae sec. Voss (1954) in addition to two newly named and circumscribed species-
level concepts. At the species level, then, the articulations are readily apparent (Figs. 4–8); viz.
1954.Pcarlud = = 1936.ELLcarlud, 1954.Prectir | 1936.ELLcarlud, and 1954.Psubcin | 1936.
Ecarlud.
Ambiguity is introduced when the genus-level concepts are aligned. Congruence
(1954.PER = = 1936.ELL) is not a viable articulation because Voss (1954) explicitly separates
the referential extension of Perelleschus sec. Voss (1954) from those of preceding concepts
linked to the name Elleschus. Exclusion (1954.PER | 1936.ELL) is also not adequate due to the
inclusion of the congruent child-level concepts 1954.Pcarlud and 1936.ELLcarlud, respectively.
Fig 10. Alignment 3—Wibmer & O’Brien (1986—T1) and Franz & O’Brien (2001—T2), intensional/ostensive reading [INT/OST]. The implied child
2001.PHY_IC of parent 2001.PHY is the only input modification in comparison to [1]. (A) Containment with overlap graph. (B) Merge concept graph.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0118247.g010
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The remaining three articulations—i.e., 1954.PER> or>< or< 1936.ELL—are all potentially
valid [1]. Selecting any of these articulations reflects alternative interpretations of explicit or
implicit information inherent in the two source classifications. We examine each of the
three readings.
Perelleschus sec. Voss (1954) properly includes Elleschus sec. Günther (1936).We may
call this an explicit and strictly ostensive reading. Ostension is understood here as the practice
of representing the meaning of a class term by pointing to one or more of its referentmembers
[73]. Intension, in turn, is the practice of defining the referential extension of a class term by as-
serting the properties that referent entities must exhibit. Taxonomies often make use of inten-
sional/ostensive hybrid definitions for their constituent concepts [4,6–7,74–75]. We use the
abbreviations [INT] and [OST] of [6] to indicate whether an intensional or ostensive reading
of an articulation is applied. [INT/OST] means that either interpretation is permissible. Modu-
lation of the coverage constraint is critical in this context, as demonstrated below.
In an explicit and strictly ostensive sense, parent concept 1954.PER has three child concepts
1954.Pcarlud, 1954.Prectir, and 1954.Psubcin; whereas parent concept 1936.ELL has one child
Fig 11. Alignment 4—Franz & O’Brien (2001—T1) and Franz (2006—T2), ostensive reading [OST].Modifications of the initial input given in [1] are shown
in bold font. Non-coverage (nc) is asserted for parent concept 2006.PHY of child concept 2006.PHYsubcin. (A) Containment with overlap graph. (B) Merge
concept graph.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0118247.g011
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concept 1936.ELLcarlud; and 1954.Pcarlud = = 1936.ELLcarlud; hence 1954.PER> 1936.ELL
[OST].
Perelleschus sec. Voss (1954) overlaps with Elleschus sec. Günther (1936).We may call
this an implicit reading under either intensional or ostensive conditions. Accordingly, parent
concept 1954.PER includes two child concepts 1954.Prectir and 1954.Psubcin that have no
congruent entities subsumed under parent concept 1936.ELL. Conversely, parent concept
1936.ELL includes one or more implicit child concepts (likely matching those of Lacordaire
[1863]) that have no match under parent concept 1954.PER. The only reciprocally entailed and
congruent child concept pair is 1954.Pcarlud = = 1936.ELLcarlud; hence 1954.PER>< 1936.
ELL [INT/OST].
An ostensive reading of this overlap (1954.PER>< 1936.ELL [OST]) effectively ‘elevates’
the unmentioned child concepts of Elleschus sec. Günther (1936) to an explicit status, which
the logic representation must then account for. Alternatively, an intensional reading of the
overlap (1954.PER>< 1936.ELL [INT]) asserts the following: had the preceding author Gün-
ther (1936) examined voucher material pertaining to the species-level concepts 1954.Prectir
and 1954.Psubcin as recognized by Voss (1954), then he would not have subsumed them under
Elleschus sec. Günther (1936), presumably because of an insufficient match of genus-level char-
acters. This is a negation of a counterfactual assertion—there is no evidence that Günther
(1936) examined voucher material pertaining to Voss’ (1954) two new species-level concepts,
or even expressed an assessment as to their taxonomic identity. However, because intensional
definitions have predictive powers [7], this forward-looking interpretation is allowable
in principle.
Perelleschus sec. Voss (1954) is properly included in Elleschus sec. Günther (1936).We
may call this an implicit and intensional reading. It constitutes the affirmation of the counter-
factual assertion: had the preceding author Günther (1936) examined material of the species-
Fig 12. Alignment 4—Franz & O’Brien (2001—T1) and Franz (2006—T2), intensional reading [INT]. See also fig. 11. The implied child 2006.
Pcar_Peve_IC is introduced and asserted to include five species-level concepts sec. Franz & O’Brien (2001). (A) Containment with overlap graph. (B) Merge
concept graph.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0118247.g012
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level concepts 1954.Prectir and 1954.Psubcin as recognized by Voss (1954), then he would
have subsumed them under Elleschus sec. Günther (1936), presumably because of a sufficient
match of genus-level characters. In that sense, 1954.PER< 1936.ELL [INT].
Alignment realizations. Each of the three interpretations can represent (Figs. 4–6). The
original input articulations of [1] are shown in fig. 4; viz. 1954.PER> or>< or< 1936.ELL.
Under both the containment with overlap and merge concept analyses, this input yields a sin-
gle, unambiguously resolved possible world alignment in which 1954.PER> 1936.ELL is the
consitent articulation for the genus-level relationship (fig. 4). The merge shows Elleschus sec.
Günther (1936) and E. carludovicae sec. Günther (1936) as properly included with Perelleschus
sec. Voss (1954) and congruent with P. carludovicae sec. Voss (1954). The output MIR include
eight articulations, of which four are immediately deducible and four are inferred by the rea-
soner (fig. 4).
Using just the 1954.PER> 1936.ELL articulation in the input returns the same outcome.
The three unambiguous species-level articulations, together with the standard constraints,
allow only the 1954.PER> 1936.ELL [OST] interpretation to remain consistent. Thus by de-
fault, in the reasoner will constrain underspecified articulations among parent concepts based
strictly on ostension to the corresponding, unambiguously articulated child concepts. Because
Elleschus sec. Günther (1936) has a single child concept that fully defines its extension in the
logic framework, no other outcomes are consistent.
Fig 13. Alignment 5—Franz (2006—T1) and Franz & Cardona-Duque (2013—T2), ostensive reading [OST].Modifications of the initial input given in [1]
are shown in bold font. Non-coverage (nc) is stipulated for parent concept 2013.PHY of child concept 2013.PHYsubcin. (A) Containment with overlap graph.
(B) Merge concept graph.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0118247.g013
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In order to express an overlapping genus-level articulation 1954.PER>< 1936.ELL [INT/
OST], the input alignment must bemodulated as follows (compare Figs. 4 and 5): (1) restrict the
input articulation to 1954.PER>< 1936.ELL; (2) introduce an ‘implied concept’ 1936.ELL_IC
as an additional child of concept 1936.ELL; and (3) add the input articulation 1954.PER | 1936.
ELL_IC. Jointly these modifications have the effect of allowing other (implied) children to be ac-
counted for under Elleschus sec. Günther (1936), thereby logically representing the author’s ob-
scure reference to Lacordaire (1863) and the therein recognized species-level concepts. The
1954.PER | 1936.ELL_IC articulation is needed to specify that no child concepts implied in
Günther (1936) intersect with the newly recognized child concepts in Voss (1954). The output
MIR include seven immediately deducible and five reasoner-inferred articulations (fig. 5).
The containment with overlap graph (fig. 5A) illustrates that Perelleschus sec. Voss (1954)
and Elleschus sec. Günther (1936) intersect exactly though shared inclusion of the congruent
species-level concepts 1954.Pcarlud = = 1936.ELLcarlud. The remaining three child-level con-
cepts are not shared among the parent concepts. In the merge concept analysis (fig. 5B), the
shared and unique regions resulting from the genus concept-level overlap are resolved sepa-
rately. This representation yields additional merge concept labels for two of the input concept
clusters; i.e. viz. 1936.ELL1954.PER—the region that constitutes the overlap—and 1936.ELL
\1954.PER (where the “\" means not)—the region (also labeled 1936.ELL_IC) which is unique
to Günther’s (1936) genus-level concept. Lastly, through combination of input concepts 1954.
Prectir and 1954.Psubcin, the concept merge analysis creates a new merge concept 1954.PER
\1936.ELL that is unique to Voss (1954). Articulations to and from this merge concept are
shown are newly inferred (red color; fig. 5B).
The third, intensional representation 1954.PER< 1936.ELL [INT] similarly requires addi-
tion of an implied child concept (1936.ELL_IC) and specification of the genus-level
Fig 14. Alignment 5—Franz (2006—T1) and Franz & Cardona-Duque (2013—T2), intensional reading [INT]. See also fig. 13. The implied child 2006.
Pcar_Peve_IC (2006:Pis introduced and asserted to include seven species-level concepts sec. Franz & Cardona-Duque (2013). (A) Containment with
overlap graph. (B) Merge concept graph.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0118247.g014
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articulation 1954.PER< 1936.ELL (fig. 6). However, if the implied concept 1936.ELL_IC is al-
lowed to include regions subsumed under 1954.PER that are not P. carludovicae sec. Voss
(1954), then the additional input articulation 1954.PER | 1936.ELL_IC (see fig. 5) is not re-
quired. Based on the modulated input constraints, a single possible world merge is obtained
(fig. 6). The output MIR include six immediately deducible and six reasoner-inferred articula-
tions. The reasoner infers that both species-level concepts 1954.Prectir and 1954.Psubcin of
Voss (1954) are properly included within the genus-level concept Elleschus sec. Günther
(1936). The containment with overlap graph (fig. 6A) aligns these children as jointly subsumed
under the implied concept 1936.ELL_IC, which corresponds to the affirmative counterfactual
assertion that Günther (1936) would have acted accordingly. Because the input articulations
stipulate that 1954.PER< 1936.ELL, the analysis infers an overlap (><) among concepts 1954.
PER and 1936.ELL_IC. This amounts to the assertion that concept 1936.ELL_IC, and by exten-
sion concept 1936.ELL, include regions other than those subsumed under concept 1954.PER.
In order words, the shared region constituting 1954.PER>< 1936.ELL_IC corresponds exactly
to the union of concepts 1954.Prectir and 1954.Psubcin. The merge concept graph (fig. 6B) dif-
ferentiates this region into two subregions—1936.ELL_IC\1954.PER and 1936.ELL_IC1954.
PER—that account for the shared and non-shared elements of the implied concept.
We may summarize the three alignment realizations as follows. By default the reasoner as-
sesses congruence and non-congruence among higher-level concepts directly based on osten-
sion to their respective child concepts (fig. 4). This representation, rooted in the coverage
assumption [43–45], can be modulated through introduction of implied concepts and
Fig 15. Alignment 6—Franz & O’Brien (2001—T1) and Franz & Cardona-Duque (2013—T2), ostensive reading [OST].Modifications of the initial input
given in [1] are shown in bold font. (A) Containment with overlap graph. (B) Merge concept graph.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0118247.g015
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Table 1. Summary of input concepts and input/output articulations (MIR—maximally informative relations) for the Perelleschus use case,
corresponding to the 13 readings for alignments 1–6 shown in Figs. 4–16.
Alignment T1–T2 Reading Figure Concepts Articulations MIR-Deduced MIR-Inferred MIR-Total
1 1936–1954 OST 4 6 3 (4) 4 4 8
1 1936–1954 INT/OST 5 7 5 7 5 12
1 1936–1954 INT 6 7 4 6 6 12
1 1936–1954 INT/OST 7 7 4 6 6 12
1 1936–1954 INT/OST 8 7 3 5 7 12
2 1954–1986 INT/OST 9 8 3 (4) 12 4 16
3 1986–2001 INT/OST 10 29 3 (7) 12 60 72
4 2001–2006 OST 11 33 8 (17) 24 102 126
4 2001–2006 INT 12 34 10 29 115 144
5 2006–2013 OST 13 37 11 (23) 20 127 147
5 2006–2013 INT 14 38 12 62 106 168
6 2001–2013 OST 15 52 11 (20) 67 273 340
6 2001–2013 INT 16 53 12 94 266 360
Totals – – – 318 89 (125) 348 1081 1429
Numbers of sufficient input articulations (marked as * in the respective figures) are provided; with the initial numbers of [1] shown in parentheses.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0118247.t001
Fig 16. Alignment 6—Franz (2006—T1) and Franz & Cardona-Duque (2013—T2), intensional reading [INT]. See also fig. 15. The implied child
Ppub_Psul_IC is introduced and asserted to include two species-level concepts sec. Franz & Cardona-Duque (2013). The containment with overlap and
merge concept graphs are identical.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0118247.g016
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stipulation of specific higher-level articulations that yield alternative alignments. The latter, in
turn, can be interpreted—either in additional (fig. 5) or exclusively (fig. 6)—as intensional
alignment representations. The alternative visualizations resolve only input (Figs. 5A and 6A)
or also merge concept regions (Figs. 5B and 6B).
Consistency and expressiveness. The option to assert alternative intensional or ostensive
readings for higher-level articulations has implications for the toolkit’s usability. To minimize
human effort in specifying the input, experts should have an understanding of the proper levels
of sufficiency (Table 1); i.e., how to obtain the minimal, well-specified input alignment (fig. 1).
The three sets of input articulations depicted in Figs. 4–6 all fulfill the criterion of sufficiency
by yielding unique merges. Indeed, the input for the 1954.PER> 1936.ELL [OST] alignment
(fig. 4) is overspecified; eliminating the genus-level articulation (1954.PER> or>< or< 1936.
ELL) produces an identical outcome. If instead we provide as input the unambiguous genus-
level articulations 1954.PER>< 1936.ELL or 1954.PER< 1936.ELL, yet without adding an im-
plied child 1936.ELL_IC, then the reasoner infers that the input is inconsistent. The toolkit
launches an inconsistency explanation module [53–54] and suggests one available repair op-
tion; i.e., the removal of the genus-level articulation. We may provisionally infer that specifying
a maximally informative (non-disjoint) set of input articulations among the lowest-level con-
cepts is sufficient to yield a well-specified alignment if coverage (by ostension) holds through-
out each input taxonomy. This ‘rule’ indicates that the genus-level articulation 1954.PER>
1936.ELL is logically redundant under the ostensive reading.
The 1954.PER>< 1936.ELL alignment (fig. 5), in turn, requires more specification. The
cause of this is the additional (implied) concept 1936.ELL_IC, assigned to Günther (1936),
whose articulations to concepts in Voss (1954) would otherwise remain underspecified. Omit-
ting the 1954.PER | 1936.ELL_IC articulation either individually (fig. 7), or jointly with the
1954.PER>< 1936.ELL articulation (fig. 8), yields 8 and 17 possible world merges, respective-
ly. In the former case (fig. 7), the output MIR include five inferred, disjoint articulations. The
seven additional possible world alignments (Figs. 7B-H) can be characterized as follows: two
alignments with 1954.Prectir< 1936.ELL_IC (7E, 7F), two alignments with 1954.Psubcin<
1936.ELL_IC (7G, 7H), one alignment with 1954.Prectir>< 1936.ELL_IC (7B), one alignment
with 1954.Psubcin>< 1936.ELL_IC (7D), and one alignment with 1954.Prectir>< 1936.
ELL_IC and 1954.Psubcin>< 1936.ELL_IC (7C). Thus in absence of the input articulation
1954.PER | 1936.ELL_IC, the implied child concept can variously include or overlap with the
species-level concepts 1954.Prectir and 1954.Psubcin of Voss (1954), rendering the output am-
biguous. This concept behaves like a ‘floater’. In the latter, even less specified case (fig. 8), the
output MIR have six inferred, disjoint articulations. As a consequence, the genus-level concepts
1954.PER and 1936.ELL can articulate via any relationship except exclusion, producing nine
additional possible worlds. In seven of these, 1954.PER> 1936.ELL, and only one merge in-
cludes 1954.PER< 1936.ELL, reflecting the intensional reading (fig. 8C).
Alignment 2—Voss (1954) andWibmer & O’Brien (1986)
The alignment of the Voss (1954) and Wibmer & O’Brien (1986) classifications is straightfor-
ward (fig. 9). Changes made in the latter are grounded in nomenclatural validity and imply no
taxonomically incongruent views [1]. Each concept of the earlier treatment has a congruent
match in the later treatment. Of the 16 output MIR, 12 are immediately deducible (Table 1).
Removal of the logically redundant genus-level articulation 7 = = 3 yields the identical result.
Alternative intensional/ostensive interpretations or containment are not under consideration
in this alignment. The containment with overlap and merge concepts graphs are the same.
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Alignment 3—Wibmer & O’Brien (1986) and Franz & O’Brien (2001)
The alignment of the Wibmer & O’Brien (1986) and Franz & O’Brien (2001) perspectives is
the first in this sequence to merge a traditional, ranked classification with a more resolved phy-
logeny that contains informal clade names and concepts (fig. 3). Three kinds of taxonomic
changes are undertaken in Franz & O’Brien (2001) in relation to the preceding classification:
(1) Perelleschus sec. Franz & O’Brien (2001) is redefined through a set of perceived synapo-
morphic properties. The redefinition necessitates the removal of Perelleschus subcinctus sec.
Voss (1954) from the revised genus concept, transfer to Phyllotrox sec. Franz & O’Brien (2001),
and renaming (new combination) to Phyllotrox subcinctus sec. Franz & O’Brien (2001). (2) Six
new species-level concepts are added to Perelleschus sec. Franz & O’Brien (2001). (3) The eight
recognized members of the genus-level are arranged into five informally named clade concepts
below the genus level. Hence the alignment must represent changes commonly encountered
when comparing traditional classifications and phylogenetic revisions; including the addition
of new terminals and new or redefined clades.
Of the seven input articulations provided in [1], one articulation (2001.PER = = or> (1986.
PER—1986.Psubcin)) cannot be represented in the input because it involves subtracting a child
concept (1986.Psubcin) from its parent concept (1986.PER)—an operation that not yet sup-
ported. The remaining six input articulations (fig. 10) are not further differentiated into inten-
sional or ostensive components [1]. Nevertheless they are jointly inconsistent when supplied to
the reasoner. The toolkit identifies two repair options: (1) removal of the genus-level articula-
tion 2001.PHY>< 1986.PER, or (2) removal of the species-level articulation 2001.PHYscub-
cin = = 1986.Psubcin. Each repair path yields a single, consistent alignment, but only the
former option is deemed appropriate (fig. 10).
In analogy to the challenges of unambiguously representing Elleschus sec. Günther (1936) in
alignment 1, the source of the inconsistency for alignment 3 is the differential interpretation of
coverage for the genus concept Phyllotrox sec. Franz & O’Brien (2001), which receives only pe-
ripheral treatment in the latter revision. While the authors indicate (2001: 274) that “Phyllotrox
[. . .] now has 43 species", these implied child concepts are not actually listed in the 2001 per-
spective, and therefore are not provided to the reasoner. An overlapping 2001.PHY>< 1986.
PER articulationmay be rendered consistent if these implied child concepts are represented.
However, because the original input of [1] only specifies 2001.PHYsubcin as a child of 2001.
PHY, the reasoner infers in the repair that 1986.PER> 2001.PHY. This is not an adequate in-
terpretation of Franz & O’Brien’s (2001) phylogenetic revision.
Instead of removing the 2001.PHY>< 1986.PER articulation from the input, it is more ap-
propriate to introduce an implied child 2001.PHY_IC of Phyllotrox sec. Franz & O’Brien (2001).
This input modulation produces a single alignment, based on 12 immediately deducible and 60
inferred articulations in the output MIR (fig. 10; see also S2 Supporting Information). The align-
ment shows the intended genus-level concept relationships 2001.PHY>< 1986.PER and 2001.
PER>< 1986.PER, logically grounded in the shared inclusion of congruent species-level con-
cept pairs 2001.Prectir/1986.Prectir and 2001.PHYsubcin/1986.Psubcin, and in the reciprocal
exclusion of other concepts (2001.PevePsul and 2001.PHY_IC, respectively). In the containment
with overlap analysis (fig. 10A), four additional overlapping articulations of the informal clade
concepts 2001.Peve_Psul, 2001.Pbiv_Psul, 2001.Ppub_Psul, and 2001.Pcar_Psul with Perel-
leschus sec. Wibmer & O’Brien (1986) are inferred. These clade concepts cumulatively entail the
six new species-level concepts as well as the species-level concept pair 2001.Pcarlud/1986.Pcar-
lud, while excluding the congruent species concepts 2001.PHYsubcin/1986.Psubcin assigned to
Phyllotrox sec. Franz & O’Brien (2001). The merge concept analysis (fig. 10B) resolves each of
the six overlapping articulations into narrower Euler regions. Four of these merge concepts
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‘cascade up’ the internal nodes of Perelleschus sec. Franz & O’Brien (2001) through newly in-
ferred inclusion relationships, reflecting the addition of six species-level concepts in comparison
to the identically named Perelleschus sec. Wibmer & O’Brien’s (1986).
After addition of the implied child concept 2001.PHY_IC, the input articulations in fig. 10
are consistent and overspecified. The three species-level articulations are sufficient to generate
the single merge (Table 1).
Alignment 4—Franz & O’Brien (2001) and Franz (2006)
The alignment of the Franz & O’Brien (2001) and Franz (2006) perspectives compares two
phylogenetic trees. However, the latter represents an exemplar analysis in which the species
level is undersampled [71]. Based on the representation of this phylogeny in [1] (see also fig.
3), Phyllotrox sec. Franz (2006) is ‘childless’ and Perelleschus sec. Franz (2006) includes only
three species-level concepts and one internal clade concept.
In processing the unaltered input of [1], three problems are apparent (Figs. 11 and 12).
First, the top-level articulation 2006.PHYLLO>< 2001.DER provided in [1] is valid only in an
intensional sense (even then it is problematic; see results related to fig. 12). This articulation is
identified as inconsistent by the reasoner because there is no child of 2006.PHYLLO that lacks
a congruent match within the tribal-level concept 2001.DER. Hence addition of the articulation
2006.PHYLLO< 2001.DER—resulting in a disjoint articulation 2006.PHYLLO< or>< 2001.
DER—is needed to represent a wider range of interpretations (including and ostensive read-
ing). Second, the overlapping articulation 2006.PHY>< 2001.PHY is inferred as inconsistent
due to the discrepancy of explicitly and implicitly included children of the non-focal genus
concept pair Phyllotrox sec. Franz (2006) (with no child concept) and Phyllotrox sec. Franz &
O’Brien (2001) (with one child concept). For the purpose of representing this alignment, Phyl-
lotrox sec. auctorum is an outgroup [76] with minimal relevance to merging the ingroup con-
cepts. In order to limit such ingroup/outgroup interference, the input may be modified by (1)
asserting 2006.PHY = = 2001.PHY and (2) adding the letters “nc"—non-coverage—to the line
“(2001.PHY 2001.PHYsubcin nc)" in the Franz & O’Brien (2001) input tree specification. Non-
coverage means that the extension of parent concept 2001.PHY is only facultatively defined by
its children. Using this annotation in combination with 2006.PHY = = 2001.PHY has the in-
tended effect of aligning the outgroup genus-level concepts congruently (Figs. 11 and 12).
Third, and most critically, the initial set of 17 input articulations in [1] includes 10 (of a
total of 12) disjoint articulations among members of the P. evelynae-P. sulcatae clade sec. Franz
& O’Brien (2001) on one side (five higher-level, five species-level) and the P. carludovicae-P.
evelynae clade sec. Franz (2006) on the other side. This is so because concepts 2006.Pcar_Peve
and 2001.Peve_Psul share co-extensional, synapomorphic properties. The properties ground
the intensional articulations of congruence, or inclusion, respectively (e.g., 2006.Pcar_Peve = =
2001.Peve_Psul [INT] and 2006.Pcar_Peve > 2001.Pvar [INT]). The ostensive reading, in
turn, results in articulations of overlap or exclusion (e.g., 2006.Pcar_Peve>< 2001.Pbiv_Psul
[OST] and 2006.Pcar_Peve | 2001.Pvar [OST]). By default the reasoner resolves each of the 12
disjoint, higher-level articulations in the ostensive sense (fig. 11). The input of fig. 11 yields 24
immediately deducible and 102 inferred articulations in the output MIR (Supporting Informa-
tion S2). This input is overspecified; providing just eight species-level articulations for the in-
group concepts generates an identical merge (Table 1).
The containment with overlap graph (fig. 11A) for the repaired, ostensive set of input artic-
ulations shows 15 overlapping articulations: six involving 2006.PHYLLO, five involving 2006.
PER, and four involving 2006.Pcar_Peve. Each of these is an above species-level concept of the
undersampled phylogeny sec. Franz (2006). The complexity of this and of the corresponding
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merge concept graph (fig. 11B) is evident. The latter entails eight newly created Euler regions
for which there are no congruent concepts in either input phylogeny.
In order to represent the intensional set of input articulations assessed in [1], four kinds of
input adjustment are needed, as follows (compare Figs. 11 and 12). (1) An implied child 2006.
Pcar_Peve_IC is introduced in the Franz (2006) phylogeny. (2) The 12 disjoint articulations of
[1] are ‘switched’ from their ostensive interpretation to the intensional one; e.g. 2006.PER = =
14 [INT], 2006.Pcar_Peve = = 2001.Peve_Psul, or 2006.Pcar_Peve > 2001.Peve_Pvar [INT].
(3) The species-level concepts 2001.Pvariab, 2001.Pbivent, 2001.Psplend, 2001.Ppubico, and
2001.Psulcat must each be properly included in the implied child 2006.Pcar_Peve_IC (instead
of being disjoint from 2006.Pcar_Peve as in fig. 11). (4) The top-level articulation requires
change from 2006.PHYLLO>< 2001.DER to 2006.PHYLLO = = 2001.DER, given that 2006.
PHY = = 2001.PHY and 2006.PER = = 2001.PER at the genus level. Based on these 17 modified
input articulations, the reasoner produces a single merge using 29 immediately deducible and
115 inferred output MIR (Table 1).
The introduction of the implied child 2006.Pcar_Peve_IC of Perelleschus sec. Franz (2006)
and subsumption of five species-level concepts unique to Franz & O’Brien (2001) have the ef-
fect of this implied concept acting as an ‘umbrella’, or an asserted synapomorphy, under which
the more densely sampled and finely resolved concepts of Franz & O’Brien (2001) can be repre-
sented. As a result, the containment with overlap analysis (fig. 12A) has only four overlapping
articulations in comparison to 15 such articulations under the ostensive reading of fig. 11. The
top-level tribal, generic, and informal clade concepts are all inferred as congruent, as opposed
to each showing 4–6 overlapping articulations. The implied child 2006.Pcar_Peve_IC acts as
the differential needed attain congruence among the 2001 clade-level concepts 2001.Peve_Pvar
and 2001.Pbiv_Psul (and children of the latter) with the undersampled P. carludovicae-P. evely-
nae clade sec. Franz (2006). The representation asserts that 2006.Pcar_Peve = = 2001.Peve_P-
sul, in the sense of having shared, co-extensional and synapomorphic properties, and in spite
of differential sampling densities at lower taxonomic levels. The merge concept analysis (fig.
12B) introduces four additional Euler regions nested under concepts 2001.Pbiv_Psul and 2006.
Pcar_Peve_IC that resolve the differential more finely.
The intensional input articulations are overspecified; 10 primarily lower-level articulations
are sufficient to produce the single, consistent alignment (Table 1).
Alignment 5—Franz (2006) and Franz & Cardona-Duque (2013)
The alignment of the Franz (2006) and Franz & Cardona-Duque (2013) perspectives (Figs. 13
and 14) bears many similarities with alignment 4, and is therefore treated with brevity. The un-
altered input of [1] includes several problematic constraints requiring repair. First, the non-
coverage convention (nc) is needed to account for congruence of the non-focal outgroup con-
cepts Phyllotrox sec. auctorum. However the input remains inconsistent after taking this action,
and the reasoner indicates three repair options of which a change to 2013.PHYLLO = = or>
2006.PHYLLO is suited to obtain the ostensive reading. Second, 2013.Peve_Pspi> 2006.Pcar_-
Peve must be modified to 2013.Peve_Pspi = = or> 2006.Pcar_Peve to correctly represent the
intensional reading—an omission in [1].
Following these changes, 18 disjoint articulations remain and are resolvable to yield unique
merge taxonomies either under the ostensive (Figs. 13A and 13B) or intensional (fig. 14A and
14B) reading, using representation solutions similar to those of alignment 4 (see also Table 1).
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Alignment 6—Franz & O’Brien (2001) and Franz & Cardona-Duque
(2013)
The final alignment concerns the two broadly similar treatments of Franz & O’Brien (2001)
and Franz & Cardona-Duque (2013). Both are phylogenetic revisions achieving comparable
levels of clade resolution and terminal sampling. The most critical difference in the later treat-
ment is the integration of two new species-level concepts: P. salpinflexus sec. Franz & Cardona-
Duque (2013) and P. spinothylax sec. Franz & Cardona-Duque (2013). Jointly these entities
constitute a monophyletic clade that is placed as sister to the P. pubicoxae-P. sulcatae clade sec.
Franz & O’Brien (2001). In spite of the addition of lower-level members, several higher-level
concepts pairs—i.e., concepts 2013.PER/2001.PER, 2013.Peve_Pspi/2001.Peve_Psul, 2013.
Peve_Pvar/2001.Peve_Pvar, 2013.Pbiv_Pspi/2001.Pbiv_Psul, and 2013.Pcar_Pspi/2001.
Pcar_Psul—remain intensionally congruent. Their properties, as proposed in the earlier (2001)
revision, are reconfirmed by the authors of the later (2013) revision.
The unaltered input of [1] is inconsistent, due mainly to the original interpretation of articu-
lations of two non-focal concept pairs. First, although each phylogeny lists only one congruent
species-level concept (2013.PHYsubcin = = 2001.PHYsubcin) as the child of Phyllotrox sec.
auctorum, the articulation of the respective parent concepts is asserted as overlapping (2013.
PHY>< 2001.PHY). This assertion is only appropriate under a more comprehensive repre-
sentation of each parent concept [77]. Because these outgroup concepts are non-focal, we mod-
ify the input articulation to 2013.PHY = = 2001.PHY. Second, the top-level input articulation
asserts that the subtribal concept Phyllotrogina sec. Franz & Cardona-Duque (2013) overlaps
with the tribal concept Derelomini sec. Franz & O’Brien (2001); i.e. 2013.PHYLLO>< 2001.
DER. Again, this articulation could be validated through a more comprehensive representation
of children under each parent concept; however for the present purpose this is unnecessary. In-
stead, we adjust the input to 2013.PHYLLO> 2001.DER for the ostensive reading (fig. 15),
and to 2013.PHYLLO = = 2001.DER for the intensional reading (fig. 16).
When given the original input of [1], the reasoner identifies inconsistency and suggests only
one option for repair, i.e. the removal of the species-level articulation 2013.PHYsubcin = =
2001.PHYsubcin. The repair yields a single possible world in which members of Phyllotrox sec.
auctorum overlap variously with the higher-level concepts of the ingroups and with the newly
added species-level concepts 2013.Psalpin and 2013.Pspinot. Even though this repair option in-
volves fewer articulations than the ‘manual’ one described above, it is not appropriate. For fur-
ther examination of this unintended repair see our Discussion.
Following modulation to assert the ostensive reading, the 20 input articulations produce a
single merge based on 67 immediately deducible and 273 inferred output MIR (fig. 15). Only
11 articulations are sufficient to generate this outcome. The containment with overlap graph
(fig. 15A) reflects not only the high degree of species-level concept congruence but also ten
overlapping articulations at higher levels: four involving 2013.Pcar_Pspi, three involving 2013.
Pbiv_Pspi, two involving 2013.Peve_Pspi, and one involving the genus-level concept 2013.
PER. This succession is illuminating—in each case the later (2013) concept overlaps with an
earlier (2001) concept ‘ranked’ (often informally) at the next inclusive level. The overlap origi-
nates at the lowest level with the intersection of 2013.Pcar_Pspi>< 2001.Pbiv_Psul, where the
differential generated through the addition of new taxonomic elements by Franz & Cardona-
Duque (2013) ‘cascades up’ the internal nodes of each phylogeny. Both 2013.Pcar_Psi and
2001.Pbiv_Psul share the equivalent of the P. pubicoxae-P. sulcatae clade sec. Franz & O’Brien
(2001). This shared equivalent continues to increase with each higher level, terminating with
2013.PER and 2001.DER. The merge concept analysis (fig. 15B) recognizes seven more finely
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resolved Euler regions created by overlapping articulations of the respective clade-level concept
chains of the input phylogenies.
The alternative reading 2013.PHYLLO = = 2001.DER requires adjusting seven disjoint artic-
ulations in [1] to the intensional setting (e.g., 2013.PER = = 2001.PER, 2013.Psal_Pspi< 2001.
Ppub_Psul). In addition, an implied child 2001.Ppub_Psul_ICmust be introduced in the phy-
logeny of Franz & O’Brien (2001). As in previous alignments, the new species-level concepts
sec. Franz & Cardona-Duque (2013) are asserted to be properly included within this implied
child concept. The resulting 20 input articulations create a single merge based on 94 immedi-
ately deduced and 266 inferred articulations (fig. 16). Twelve input articulations are sufficient
to obtain the merge. The containment with overlap and merge concept analyses show identical
merge taxonomies, where the congruent concept pair 2013.Psal_Pspi = = 2001.Ppub_Psul_IC
subsumes concepts 2013.Psalpin and 2013.Pspinot are unique to Franz & Cardona-Duque
(2013). The remainder of the merge is entirely congruent, reflecting the reconfirmation of earli-
er (2001) property-centric clade concepts in the subsequent (2013) revision.
Discussion
In light of the detailed assessment of each Perelleschus alignment in the Results section, we di-
rect the Discussion towards more general themes, as follows: (1) general implications of the
concept alignment approach; (2) scalability constraints and prospects; and (3) future develop-
ments in reasoning, visualization, and integration.
Concepts, Articulations, and Reasoning—General Implications
Representational complexity. The inferred alignments for the Perelleschus use case are the
first published demonstrations of reasoning over multiple taxonomies based on RCC-5 articu-
lations and taking into account heterogeneous taxonomic constraints [6]. The scale of each
alignment is small, ranging from 6–53 input concepts per pairwise alignment (Table 1). Never-
theless, the semantic complexity of this use case is considerable. In particular, the alignments
succeed in logically representing and integrating numerous features of biological taxonomies
where other approaches have so far failed [7,26,33,37,78–79]. Among these new achievements
are: (1) compatibility with contemporary Linnaean nomenclature; (2) integration of many-to-
many name/circumscription relationships across multiple input taxonomies; (3) reconciliation
of traditional, ranked taxonomies with fully bifurcated and informally named phylogenies; (4)
representation of monotypic concept lineages with multiple ranks yet congruent taxonomic ex-
tensions; (5) accounting for insufficiently specified higher-level entities, (6) undersampled out-
group entities, and (7) differentially sampled ingroup entities; (8) resolution of taxonomically
overlapping entities and merge concepts; (9) differentiation of ostensive versus intensional, or
hybrid readings of concept articulations; and (10) representation of topologically localized res-
olution versus ambiguity in alignments. In meeting these representation challenges, our ap-
proach surpasses preceding solutions to the challenge of multi-taxonomy alignment
[12,33,40,49,79,80].
The use of Answer Set Programming is also novel in this context [81]. The combination of
using high-performing reasoners [56] and polynomial encoding of the input [82] allows infer-
ences of consistent alignments in efficient time. Answer Set Programming has the ability to
solve non-monotonic reasoning problems and can directly represent disjoint RCC-5 articula-
tions [58–60,83]. Thus it is likely more suited for taxonomy alignment than the Description
Logic (DL) approach which prevails in the Open Biomedical Ontologies domain [7,84–86]. Is-
sues of computational complexity and performance under different logic representations are
further discussed in [43,51,82,87].
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Information gain. The inferred alignments are consistent and thoroughly specified ‘maps’
according to which an input taxonomy may be integrated with its counterpart. Each of the
alignment qualities—consistency, exhaustiveness, and expressiveness—is the outcome of the
toolkit-enabled expert/reasoner interaction. This interaction is necessary because users are not
guaranteed to produce well-specified alignments. As demonstrated above, the sets of input ar-
ticulations provided by [1] have several shortcomings in this regard; including inconsistency,
overspecification, or an inability to immediately represent intensional readings. Using the
toolkit workflow can lead to the identification and resolution of these problems.
The reasoner-facilitated diagnoses, repairs, and modulations of the input also provide new
insights into criteria of sufficiency for obtaining well-specified input alignments (Table 1). Ac-
cordingly, 39 or 41 non-disjoint articulations are sufficient to generate the respective ostensive
or intensional alignments. When applied (with some redundancy) to the 13 analyses (Figs. 4–
16), the set of 89 sufficient articulations logically entails 348 immediately deducible and 1081
inferred articulations, for a total of 1429 output MIR (Table 1). The input/output ratio amounts
to a 16x gain in information, with the greatest increases obtained in the larger alignments.
Thus, in addition to achieving logical consistency, the reasoning process amplifies the user’s
initial alignment effort. Even in small use cases such as the present one, the toolkit infers articu-
lations an order of magnitude greater than the input.
Knowledge integration. The merge visualizations convey an immediate sense of taxonomic
provenance and in-/stability. Generally speaking, if there is no difference between two taxono-
mies then we observe an isomorphic merge tree constituted only by grey squares (T1 & T2;
under current visualization conventions). This is in fact the case for alignment 2 (fig. 9) where
only nomenclatural differences exist [1]. On the other hand, instances of non-congruent con-
cepts are expressed through accumulations of yellow octagons (T1) and green rectangles (T2).
Frequently (though not always) the causes for non-congruence are differential levels of taxo-
nomic resolution, and are apparent in the visualizations as sets of low-level entities in one tax-
onomy that aggregate up to a single concept in the other taxonomy.
The location of congruent and unique concepts in the merge is also informative. One of the
particularities of the Perelleschus use case is the absence of incongruent species-level concepts
[1]: all instances of incongruence occur at higher levels. This outcome is readily derived from
the merge visualizations (e.g., fig. 15A). In addition, the extent and location of overlapping ar-
ticulations indicate where regions of substantive disagreement or differential sampling exist
[66,88–89].
Another advantage of the merge representations is their accessibility to computational
agents and knowledge integration services [36,90]. The output MIR specify how to integrate
taxonomic concepts and concept-associated information; they are transmission graphs that can
propagate such information under logically consistent conditions [5,40,45–47]. Congruence (=
=) allows reciprocal information exchange. Inclusion (> or<) allows unidirectional data flow
from the less to the more inclusive entity. Exclusion (|) prohibits such transmission. Overlap
(><) is the most challenging articulation to integrate data over because it generates newly cir-
cumscribed Euler regions (compare Figs. 2E and 2F). In some instances the merge concept
graph can resolve overlapping relations into finer entities, thereby reducing the challenge of
data transmission to one of proper inclusion. Further research to integrate biodiversity data
based on machine-interpretable merge taxonomies is clearly warranted.
Intensional and ostensive alignments.Our use case is the first to differentiate between in-
tensional and ostensive readings of taxonomic alignments [1,4,6–7,19]. However, we stress that
the reasoner does not implement intensional readings directly. Such direct implementation
would require representing the character information in the reasoning process. This is not
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possible with RCC-5 articulations, which act as proxies to such information, but can be
achieved through other representation solutions [7,91–94].
By default the Euler/X toolkit reasoner provides ostensive alignments. In the ‘eyes’ of the
logic reasoner, adding new species-level concepts to Perelleschus sec. Franz & Cardona-Duque
(2013) alters and expands the circumscription of cellular life. Yet even though the option to
produce bottom-to-top, ostension-based alignments is essential for comparing taxonomic con-
tent, this is not the only way to conceive of taxonomic equivalence [4, 6–7,26,74]. The notion
that each additional species-level concept necessarily redefines the circumscription of all super-
seding parent concepts is counterintuitive to the way in which humans commonly conceive of
taxonomic circumscriptions. We need reasoning approaches capable of representing both
lower-level change and higher-level stability.
Alignment 6 illustrates this challenge. Under the ostensive reading (fig. 15), the addition of
the P. salpinflexus-P. spinothylax clade sec. Franz & Cardona-Duque (2013) expands the cir-
cumscription of every corresponding clade-level concept of Franz & O’Brien (2001). This out-
come is valid but fails to reflect the re-/confirmed synapomorphic traits for these concepts in
the 2001/2013 phylogenies. Introducing the implied child 2001.Ppub_Psul_IC and reconfigur-
ing input articulations for the intensional reading (fig. 16) does not alter the reasoning ap-
proach per se. Yet if effect these changes allow the implied concept to act as if representing the
synapomorphic traits of the P. pubicoxae-P. sulcatae clade sec. Franz & O’Brien (2001). We
thereby obtain an alignment that reflects shared, property-grounded intensionality along the
internal nodes of each phylogeny. In summary, ostensive and intensional readings of align-
ments are both feasible and desirable because they reflect the hybrid nature of how taxonomic
concepts contribute to human understanding of taxonomic content [73–75].
Scalability Constraints and Prospects
The challenge of resolving name/concept provenance in systematics has motivated a wide
range of proposed solutions [12–15,33,78–80,95–97]. Our RCC-5/reasoning-based approach
has strengths and limitations in this context. One theme of great relevance to wider adoption is
scalability. We discuss several aspects of this theme, including human-, reasoner-, and resolu-
tion-specific scalability constraints and also prospects for overcoming these.
Human constraints. The beginning of the toolkit workflow depends on an expert’s provi-
sion of input articulations. Unless such articulations are provided, no reasoning outcomes are
attainable. Hence a wider implementation will likely depend on the adoption of new taxonomic
annotation conventions [1] and web-based tools that facilitate the creation and reasoner-driven
refinement of input articulations. At present no such tools are available; however the theoreti-
cal underpinnings for their production are well established [1–3,12,37–39,41,98–99].
The taxonomy alignment approach is about establishing mappings between different scien-
tific theories of how certain names ‘reach out’ to perceived natural entities [73–74,100]. The
theories are proposed and applied by human speakers, and accordingly the articulations reflect
human-to-human linkages among the theories (that also happen to be directly interpretable by
computational logic). Generating thousands to millions of new concept articulations without
prior expert input is neither an option nor an objective of this approach. Instead, concept artic-
ulations are most fruitfully asserted in association with lower volume, high-quality systematic
treatments, including legacy publications annotated by third-party experts. Use case analyses
such as the present one may serve as blueprints for building better tools and thereby
promote acceptance.
Reasoning constraints. Scalability trade-offs are also manifest in the reasoning process it-
self [45,51,54]. For the present, small-case study, all analyses were performed with a single
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2.0 GHz processor and completed within less than one minute. Combining an innovative rea-
soning approach and polynomial encoding of the input constraints reduces the computational
complexity of identifying all possible worlds [82]. Additional heuristic and parallelization strat-
egies are nevertheless needed to handle use cases with many hundreds to thousands of
input concepts.
Diagnosing inconsistencies becomes difficult when more than 3–5 ‘erroneous’ articulations
are simultaneously supplied to the reasoner [53–54]. One might alleviate this by allowing users
to supply articulations sequentially for matching pairs of subtree regions. After adding a small
number of articulations, the reasoner could perform interim consistency checks and repairs,
leading to the incremental assembly of the complete alignment. This stepwise approach re-
duces the challenge of having to resolve multiple inconsistent articulations at once. Another
option could involve assigning differential levels of certainty to input articulations and priori-
tize repair actions accordingly. Further formalization and application of minimal sufficiency
criteria for achieving well-specified alignments would also lead to computational savings.
Resolution constraints. The Perelleschus use case has the advantage of having well defined
outer boundaries and ingroup concepts [7]. These properties, in addition to the senior author’s
direct access to three of the six taxonomies, are conducive to obtaining a single possible world
for each alignment and reading. Such a high degree of resolution will not always be attainable,
however, which amounts to another constraint for this approach.
Explorations of underspecified input articulations for alignment 1 (Figs. 7–8) illustrate the
effects of introducing ambiguity into the reasoning process. Larger use cases can generate vast
numbers of possible worlds if the input is poorly specified. The toolkit includes aggregate and
cluster graph options to visualize shared and unique properties among multiple alignments
and resolve ambiguities where possible. However, discriminating among hundreds or thou-
sands of logically equivalent merges remains challenging [101].
The degree of resolution of an alignment depends in part on the expressiveness of each
input taxonomy, as exemplified in alignment 1. The vaguely circumscribed concept Elleschus
sec. Günther (1936) permits three more or less plausible alignments (Figs. 4–6) to the succeed-
ing concept Perelleschus sec. Voss (1954). Experts are challenged in such cases to represent am-
biguity transparently while also producing expressive alignments. We suggest that many use
cases will retain a measure of ambiguity in the resulting merge.
Scalability prospects. The herein illustrated approach amounts to one of the most powerful
representations of taxonomic provenance developed to date. It overcomes systemic limitations
of taxonomic names in identifying stability and change in taxonomic content while retaining
all desirable features of contemporary nomenclatural practice. Concept articulations can repre-
sent member- or property-based equivalences of the respective concepts, without limiting the
notion of identity—either in name or in circumscription—to type comparisons [102] or taxo-
nomically insufficient criteria. In this sense reasoning over taxonomic concepts is also a viable
complement to phylogenetic nomenclature [19,95,103].
Concept taxonomy has no ontological motivations to promote one or the other ‘school’ of
naming in systematics. It is merely an epistemic approach to improve provenance tracking in
cases were name/circumscription relationships change as an outcome of scientific advance-
ment. Under the concept approach, ‘valid’ or ‘reliable’ or ‘stable’ names and circumscriptions
are neither theoretically nor practically enforceable. We can neither conclusively predict nor
restrict the taxonomic content of “Perelleschus” in the near or distant future. We can however
align past and present usages of this name. Similarly, the purpose of aligning the concepts
Elleschus sec. Günther (1936) and Perelleschus sec. Voss (1954) (Figs. 4–6) is not to show that
one perspective is presently more valid than its counterpart. Instead, validity and reliability
under the concept approach are only discernible facultatively and a posteriori; i.e., in cases
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where increasingly well supported systematic analyses produce chains of congruent concept ar-
ticulations over extended time periods. Of course we do not mean to say that reliable and stable
names are not desirable. We recognize, however, that the legacy of systematics is distinctly un-
even in these regards. The focus of concept taxonomy is to build sound provenance chains
amenable to computational representation and reasoning; irrespective of whether the nomen-
clatural and taxonomic history of a perceived lineage or organisms was ‘perfect’ since the times
of Linnaeus or continues to experience major alterations.
In summary, we have shown that logically consistent alignments of heterogeneous taxono-
mies are feasible and improve upon alternative representations of taxonomic provenance. Fur-
ther optimizations in computational and workflow performance are likely to overcome present
scalability bottlenecks. The approach should merit wider application to advance biodiversity
data representation in disciplines that benefit from these improvements [2–4,10–11,78–
80,99,104].
Conclusions
Future research to align taxonomies under the RCC-5/reasoning approach should focus on
three main directions: (1) enhanced reasoning and visualization performance; (2) larger scale
use case implementations; and (3) adoption of interactive web-based platforms that facilitate
the taxonomy alignment workflow. Here we only discuss the first of these directions.
At present the alignments are restricted to two input taxonomies (T1, T2), though it is possi-
ble in principle to first merge T1 and T2 into a single taxonomy (T1●2) and then articulate the
merge with an additional taxonomy (T3). For instance, one could merge the congruent taxono-
mies of Voss (1954) and Wibmer & O’Brien (1986) (fig. 9) with the intensional merge of Franz
& O’Brien (2001) and Franz & Cardona-Duque (2013) (fig. 16). Such a four-taxonomy align-
ment outcome will bear similarities with alignment 3 (fig. 10). Future research should develop
solutions for aligning three or more taxonomies, either sequentially or simultaneously [40].
The merge visualizations are also in need of optimization [79,101,105]; in particular with re-
gards to the interaction of containment and merge concept views (e.g., Figs. 2E and 2F). Al-
though the former are perhaps easier to navigate by humans, the latter resolve concept overlap
more accurately (e.g., Figs. 10–15). An improved visualization application would allow users to
explore overlap dynamically, by selecting overlapping articulations and obtaining a ‘zoom-in’
view with merge concept resolution. The labeling conventions and hierarchical interactions of
merge concepts also require refinement.
Lastly, we reiterate that concept articulations and alignments should be grounded as trans-
parently as possible in high-quality information about taxonomic names [14], concepts
[1,9,23], occurrences [99], and their phenotypic and genotypic properties [1,7,92–94]. Integra-
tion of these interdependent information sources is essential to linking the asserted articula-
tions to systematic data that remain amenable to disagreement and reexamination. The
articulations themselves are also linked to authors and times of creation. They are not ‘objec-
tive’, although they can be inter-subjectively validated, or challenged. A central objective of the
concept approach is to increase the transparency of provenance among high-quality systematic
treatments and expert perspectives.
Supporting Information
S1 Dataset. Set of toolkit input files for 14 alignments shown in Figs. 2 and 4–16. Each
input file, saved in. txt format, contains annotations and instructions for run commands to
yield the alignments and visualizations shown in the 14 corresponding figures.
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S2 Dataset. Set of toolkit output MIR (maximally informative relations) files for the 14
alignments shown in Figs. 2 and 4–16. Each output file, saved in. csv format, is sorted accord-
ing to the deduced/inferred output MIR. See also S1 Dataset and main text.
(ZIP)
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